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A novel electrochemical synthesis of phthalides was successfully 

developed using anodically generated aroyloxy radicals in 

combination with aliphatic carboxylic acid as cheap and readily 

available alkylating agents’ precursors. 

Synthetic organic electrochemistry takes its roots from 

Faradays1a and Kolbe’s1b classic works on electrolysis of 

aliphatic carboxylic acids. Although a plethora of 

transformations have been developed ever since and many of 

them were successfully used in several industrial processes2, 

the potential of preparative organic electrochemistry remains 

underestimated. However, the growing impetus to look for 

greener and cheaper alternatives to classic synthetic 

methodologies recently lead to the development of novel 

electrosynthetic methods such as selective allylic oxidation of 

alkenes4a, trifluoromethylation of heterocycles4b, oxidative 

homo- and cross-coupling of phenols4c-e and anilines,4f 

intramolecular hydroamidation4g and oxidative amidation4h of 

alkenes, oxidative  aromatic C-H functionalization with 

formation of benzimidazoles4i and benzothiazoles4j, cathodic 

radical deoxygenation4k or anodic activation of disulphides.4l 

Previously the sequence of an intramolecular addition of an 

electrochemically generated carbon-centred radical (ECCR) to a 

double bond followed by a subsequent intermolecular trapping 

of the newly formed radical by another ECCR was reported for 

the synthesis of 5 and 6 member carbo- and hetercycles.4 

Inspired by Marko’s methodology which uses electron deficient 

double bonds to trap the electrochemically generated 

nucleophilic radical5 we decided to investigate the possibility to 

extend this methodology to electrogenerated oxygen centred 

aroyloxyradicals to produce phthalides as synthetically valuable 

(Fig 1)6 building blocks (Scheme 1). 

Scheme 1 Comparison of C and O cantered radical cyclizations 

Figure 1 Some naturally occurring phthalide derivatives 

Whereas the anodic oxidation of aliphatic carboxylic acids is a well-

known process that has been extensively studied and used in order 

to generate carbon-centred radicals under mild electrochemical 

conditions, much to our surprise, the aromatic carboxylic acids have 

been reported to be unreactive toward standard Kolbe electrolysis 

conditions.7 Their higher oxidation potential compared to aliphatic 

acids (1.9 V vs. SCE for benzoic acid8 and 1.24 V vs. SCE for acetic 

acid9) or their adsorption mode on the electrode7 might impede their 

direct oxidation in methanol. Nevertheless, when oxidized at high 

potentials under particularly harsh conditions, benzoic acid has been 
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reported to lead to the formation of CO2 as well as many side-

products10. 

Herein we would like to disclose a new, mild and ecologically 

friendly electrochemical method to generate arolyloxy radicals 

and its use for the preparation of phthalides. 

We started our investigations on the electrochemical 

lactonization of 1a in the presence of acetic acid as a model 

reaction (scheme 2). Much to our delight, the desired lactone 

2a was cleanly obtained in good yield and the non-alkylated 

lactone 3a appeared to be the major side product of the 

reaction (scheme 2). 

Various parameters, such as the nature of the base, the amount 

of co-acid or the current density were screened in order to 

optimize the reaction conditions. Some of the salient results are 

collected in Table 1. As previously observed, no reaction 

occurred in the absence of aliphatic co-acid (entry 1). As 

expected, the yield of the desired lactone increased with the 

concentration of the aliphatic co-acid (entries 3 to 6). This could 

easily be rationalized by the fact that a higher concentration of 

acetic acid generates a larger amount of methyl radicals and 

therefore favours the formation of the desired product 2a over 

the non-alkylated lactone 3a. Unfortunately, pure acetic acid 

was found to be a poorly conductive medium in the absence of 

an additional co-solvent (entry 3). Although the best yield was 

obtained by using 10 equivalents of an aliphatic co-acid (entry 

3), such an excess of co-acid might be impractical, especially 

when the co-acid is not commercially available. Therefore, in 

our view, the use of 5 equivalents of co-acid offers a good 

compromise (entry 5). The nature of the base used for the 

reaction showed to have little influence over the yield (entries 

5 and 7). Optimal yields were obtained when using a minimum 

of 100 mA.cm-2 as the current density. The nature of the solvent 

revealed to be an important factor influencing the fate of the 

reaction. Although the best yields were obtained using a 

mixture of acetonitrile and water (entry 11), those conditions 

led to the formation of many side products resulting from the 

decomposition of the solvent itself, which complicated the 

isolation of the desired product. Therefore, methanol remained 

the solvent of choice, as for most of the classic Kolbe type 

reactions (entries 8 to 12).  

Having delineated a set of conditions for the reaction,11 the 

scope and limitations of the methodology were explored. 

(scheme 3). Much to our delight, the lactonisation proved to 

tolerate a wide variety of functional and protecting groups such 

as amides, esters, chlorides and nitriles. In general, primary 

aliphatic carboxylic acids led to higher yields and even the bulky 

neo-pentyl group was installed successfully, although with a 

slightly lower yield (2d). Unfortunately, secondary and tertiary 

carboxylic acids failed to provide the desired alkylated lactones. 

In those cases, only the non-alkylated product 3a was obtained. 

This could be explained by both the additional steric hindrance 

of secondary and tertiary radicals, and by the fact that such 

radicals are known to be readily oxidized to the corresponding 

carbocations under Kolbe’s conditions.2 

Interestingly, allyl esters (2j) remained untouched due to their 

preferred s-cis conformation, which prevented intramolecular 

cyclization of the radical 10.12 

Scheme 2 Anodic lactonization reaction 

Table 1. Optimization of the electrolysis conditions 

Entry Variable 
dr of 
12aa 

Yield of 
13b (%) 

Yield of 
12a (%)b 

1 no AcOH - - - 
2 AcOH as solvent - - - 
3 10 eq. of AcOH 1:1 7 74 
4 3 eq. of AcOH 1:1 7 57 

5 5 eq. of AcOH 1:1 8 63 (58c) 

6 1.5 eq. of AcOH 1:1 6 42 
7 NaOH as base 1:1 9 64 

8 
MeOH/H2O (10:1) 

as solvent 
1:1 3 59 

9 EtOH as solvent 1:1 n.d.d 59 

10 
DMF/H2O (10:1) 

as solvent 
1:1 10 38 

11 
CH3CN/H2O (10:1) 

as solvent 
1:1 4 69 

12 
AcOH/H2O (5:1) 

as solvent 
1:1 n.d. d 38 

adetermined by NMR analysis of the crude mixture, bdetermined by 
NMR analysis of crude mixture using CHBr3 as internal standard, 
cisolated yield in parenthesis, dnot detected by NMR analysis of the 
crude mixture 

In addition, in order to demonstrate the robustness and the 

versatility of our methodology, we performed the 

electrosynthesis of the lactone 2a on a 2 g scale without noting 

any significant decrease in yield.  

Finally, investigations were conducted in order to shed some 

light on the reaction mechanism. 

As it was mentioned before, no reaction occurred in the 

absence of an aliphatic acid. Similarly, benzoic acid (4) showed 

to be completely unreactive under the electrolytic conditions. 

However, when benzoic acid was subjected to electrolysis in the 

presence of an excess of aliphatic acid, such as propionic acid 

(5), we observed the formation of ethyl benzoate (6). The ester 

formation could be explained by the recombination between 

the aryloxy radical 4a and the alkyl radical 5a formed by Kolbe 

decarboxylation of the aliphatic acid (scheme 4). 

An alternative mechanism would involve the formation of an 

alkyl carbocation followed by its capture by benzoic acid. 

Nevertheless, such mechanism is unlikely to happen since the 

electrolysis of heptanoic acid alone in methanol lead only to the 

formation dodecane without any traces of methoxyhexane, 

suggesting the formation of alkyl radicals as the main pathway. 



Two different pathways could account for the formation of 

aroyloxy radicals 4a during the reaction. The direct anodic 

oxidation of the aromatic carboxylate on the electrode would 

lead the formation of the radical 4a (pathway I, scheme 4).8 

Scheme 3 Scope of the reaction 

Nevertheless, as mentioned before, the lack of reactivity of the 

benzoic acid derivatives 4, 1a and 1g, when electrolysed without 

co-acid, seems to minimize the possibility of such a pathway. 

Alternatively, the electrochemically generated ethyl radical 5a 

could react directly with the aromatic carboxylate 4 by either: 

(a) a radical mechanism where the aliphatic radical abstracts a 

hydrogen atom from the aromatic acid or (b) by a redox 

mechanism where the alkyl radical oxidizes the aromatic 

carboxylate (pathway II, scheme 4).13 

Scheme 4 Proposed mechanism for the anodic esterification of 

benzoic acid 

As a control experiment, ethyl cinnamate (7) was submitted to 

the bulk electrolytic conditions and was completely recovered 

from the reaction mixture after 30 minutes of electrolysis. This 

observation rules out the possible direct oxidation of the olefin 

into a radical-cation followed by its capture through a 

nucleophilic attack from the carboxylate. 

When the N,N-diallyl amide 1g was submitted to anodic 

oxidation in the presence of an excess of acetic acid, the lactone 

8a was obtained along with non-cyclized compounds 8b and 8c 

as a complex mixture of diasteroisomers (scheme 5). The 

formation of 8a strongly supports a radical mechanism where 

the compound 8g undergoes a double 5-exo-trig cyclisation. 

Scheme 5 Electrochemical double radical cyclization 

Based on those observations, a possible mechanism would 

imply the formation of the benzoyloxy radical 9 through either 

an electron transfer or a hydrogen atom abstraction between 

5a and 1a followed by its capture by the double bond and 

finally, trapping of the resulting radical 10 by a Kolbe produced 

alkyl radical (scheme 6). The radical 10 could also abstract a 

hydrogen atom from the reaction medium in order to form the 

non-alkylated lactone 3a. The latter pathway would become 

predominant when secondary or tertiary carboxylic co-acids are 

used. 



Scheme 6 Proposed mechanism for the anodic lactonization 

reaction 

In summary, we have developed a new electrochemical 

methodology for the mild and efficient generation of aroyloxy 

radicals as well as a new practical electrochemical lactonization 

procedure. Our new method tolerates a wide range of 

functional groups such as esters, amides, olefins, halides and 

nitrile. Further studies are now directed toward the complete 

elucidation of the mechanism using electroanalytical 

techniques. 
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